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Abstract. This paper reflects the experiences and results gained during the GITEWS project (German Indonesian Tsunami Early Warning System), which was funded by the Federal German Ministry of Education and Research between spring 2005 and spring 2011. Many of the individual results have been presented at international conferences and in international journals. The NHESS special issue offers a comprehensive overview of the key findings within the project and the first phase of operation of the warning system.

1 Introduction

During the European Geosciences Union’s (EGU) 2009 General Assembly in Vienna the idea of presenting a special issue of NHESS comprising the most important aspects of the GITEWS project was initiated. A few weeks later the editorial office agreed to our proposal and we began to inform and motivate the different working groups and project partners during the annual meeting of the GITEWS project in Potsdam in May 2009.

Now, almost two years later, we are happy and proud to present this special issue with a total number of 22 peer-reviewed articles, plus an additional preface (Rudloff et al., 2009) and this summary chapter.

Since the GITEWS project was structured into different work packages (s. Fig. 1), we decided to follow this structure as a guideline throughout the publication phase. It will, furthermore, be the structural element for a dedicated print version of this special issue.

Lauterjung et al. (2010a) describe the framework and outline the challenge of tsunami early-warning in Indonesia and its neighbouring countries caused by the particular geological situation along the Sunda trench.

2 Seismology

Based on the long lasting experience in global earthquake monitoring in Potsdam at GFZ, (e.g. GEOFON – www.gfz-potsdam.de/geofon) seismology is the backbone of the Tsunami Early Warning System in the Indian Ocean region. In their recent paper, Hanka et al. (2010) present on behalf of GFZ’s seismology group their latest efforts and developments, which finally resulted in a new design and development of the SeisComP3 system. The software package is already in operation in more than 25 earthquake monitoring centres worldwide. Additional work was realised through new routines for rupture characterization, which were developed by the seismology group at the University of Potsdam, Germany (Roessler et al., 2010). They show application to a number of several prominent earthquakes (http://141.89.112.130/arbeitsgruppen/Geophysik_Seismologie/forschung/ruptrack/index.php).
3 Ocean instrumentation

The ocean instrumentation group (WP 2000, see Fig. 1) comprised a large number of scientists and brought together specialists from different German institutions, right from the beginning. Several tasks such as bathymetric measurements, design, construction, deployment and maintenance of GPS-buoys were organised jointly by the partners (Krabbenhoeft et al., 2010, Schöne et al., 2011b). Two different types of ocean floor sensor platforms were developed and tested (Boebel et al., 2010). This part of the system still remains to be optimised.

Other important ocean-monitoring components for tsunami early warning are tide gauges. The GITEWS tide gauges equipped with additional GPS sensors for position control have been installed in Indonesia and other countries around the Indian Ocean (Schöne et al., 2011b) and contribute also to the Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS).

4 GPS technology

The GPS technology group (WP 3000) worked on GPS and other earth observation technologies. Falck et al. (2010) explain the strategy of near-real time GPS processing within the early warning system. The GPS installations provide measurements of land mass movements due to earthquakes and also determine sea level changes by GPS sensors on buoys. This strongly supports the reliability of tsunami detection using GPS data from land and the confirmation of a tsunami with offshore measured data at the earliest possible time.

In addition, a simulation study for the detection of tsunami and sea level anomalies in general by GNSS-Reflectometry using Low Earth Orbiting satellites as a detection system was carried out. As the Sumatra tsunami has shown, an upper limit of 15 min detection time is required for such a tsunami detection system. Stosius et al. (2010) discuss the necessary scientific-technical framework.
5 Early warning & Mitigation centre

The “heart” of the early warning system is the warning centre (WP 4000) where all information comes together and is aggregated in a Support System (DSS). Steinmetz et al. (2010) describe the processes of establishing a “situation picture”, based on geospatial information and incoming sensor information using a tsunami simulation data base, as a reliable basis for a warning. In addition Strunz et al. (2011) use the simulation database for detailed risk and vulnerability studies along the coastlines of Indonesia.

Bittner et al. (2010) and Börner et al. (2010) report on case studies for the design and application of new technologies using large high altitude airships and radar technologies as well as perturbations of the mesopause by infrasound for sea level monitoring.

6 Modelling and simulation

The modelling group (WP 5000) covers the complete spectrum of tsunami modelling from source modelling (Babeyko et al., 2010) through wave propagation to run up modeling (Behrens et al., 2010). The strategy used in this project is especially designed for the challenge of near-field tsunami forecast and integrates a multi-sensor approach for the characterization of the tsunami source, especially taking into account the co-seismic deformation measured by continuous GPS.

In addition a large number of simulations of different tsunami scenarios enabled the run-up modeling group to get a detailed insight into possible hazards during flood events in the selected priority regions Padang, Cilacap, and Kuta which were investigated by Gayer et al. (2010).

Submarine slope failures may also occur at many locations in the Indonesian archipelago. The distribution of submarine landslides and the associated tsunami hazard has been investigated by Brune et al. (2010).

7 Capacity building

Capacity building, nowadays often called capacity development, was identified to be essential for a project such as GITEWS. This is reflected by a broad spectrum of different measures such as local work and support at different levels in Indonesia, described by Spahn et al. (2010). The academic and technical training courses and a small but dedicated PhD programme, conducted by the United Nations University (UNU-EHS) in Bonn/Germany gave additional support (Schlurmann and Siebert, 2011). Despite all technical innovation, the human component will continue to be the decisive element. If this important part does not have a future perspective, it will be hard to ensure the sustainable success of the GITEWS project.

8 System integration

The work packages dedicated to system engineering and implementation started at a later stage, in summer 2006. Nevertheless, their impact on the project has been essential. Fleischer et al. (2010) report on their work, implementing an integrating platform for heterogeneous data exchange, where Angermann et al. (2010) give insights to the complex architecture and levels of different communication tools for an early-warning system.

9 Outlook

At the end of 2010 the project was evaluated by an international group of experts. The evaluation revealed the innovative approach to the challenge of near-field tsunami early warning and gave advice on improvements and ideas for future development of such systems. This will be tracked in particular in the growing international framework for the establishment of world-wide early warning systems (Lauterjung et al., 2010b).

Future activities in Indonesia will follow a dedicated road map. Since 2009 a group of German and Indonesian experts has been developing, discussing and presenting the idea of a sustainable public private partnership structure for the maintenance and service part of the GITEWS elements. By 29 March 2011 the system will be handed over into the responsibility of Indonesia. A joint German-Indonesian company will assist the maintenance and operation process for the next five years.

The natural hazard potential of Indonesia, posed by tsunamis, will remain unchanged. Through the GITEWS initiative and add-on funding, we hope that the warning capability will be able to reduce injury and fatalities in the case of natural hazards in the future.
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